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Before Implementing Any Marketing/Advertising Strategies,
Please Read The Following:
This publication, the USB drive, and website(s) that accompany this material are designed to
provide accurate information in regard to the subject material covered. It is provided with the
understanding that Excelleum, Debbie De Grote, Profit Hacking Solutions, LLC, and Pete
Mitchell are not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional services. If legal
advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional person
should be sought.
Because marketing and advertising laws are different from state to state and on the local and
national level, the examples provided in this material might be legal in one jurisdiction and not in
another. It is the your responsibility to get proper legal advice before implementing any
marketing and or advertising strategy.

Getting Online Reviews That Get You Clients!

Taylor:

Hello, this is Taylor De Grote with Excelleum Coaching and
Consulting. I’m here with Andrew Soss from Benchmark
Mortgage. We’re here to share with you some ideas and tips for
online reviews today. So Andrew why don’t we just start out with
you giving us some information on your background, what has
the results of online reviews meant for your business overall?

Andrew:

Thank you for having me on today Taylor. To give you a little
bit of background, I’ve been in the mortgage industry for 15
years and I really started getting online reviews and really use that
as a tool my business. In 2009, I was up in the Bay Area doing
mortgages at the time and there was a client of ours that we had
helped who left a review on Yelp. Back in 2009 in the Bay Area,
that was like ground zero for Yelp and I didn’t know what Yelp
was. I actually had someone call me and I asked him how they
found me and they said that they found me on Yelp and I said
oh, okay and then I quickly Google what Yelp was, and saw I had
a review on there. And I pretty quickly saw the power of what
a third-party review can do for you and decided to really try to
expand that out and grow it.
So for the next few years I was one of the only financial service
providers on Yelp, and now you have almost every real estate
agent there, it’s grown so much. You have every real estate agent
or mortgage person or insurance person or financial planner, and
everybody has a Yelp profile and is looking to get online reviews.
So I can’t even tell you how much of an impact it’s had on my
online business because it literally took my business and blew
it up almost overnight. I went from funding four or five loans
a month in 2008, 2009, to funding over 20 a month, literally
the next year. And then a huge piece of my past client database
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originally was people that have found me off of Yelp. So even now
for my past clients, I would say okay, I’ve got a big book of past
clients and that’s the source of that business, past clients. And yet
in reality, the source of that can be traced back to Yelp.
So it’s interesting when you start digging, peeling the layers
back where the people actually came from, and a big piece of
that is through online review. So I’ve since spread it out some on
different sites as well but yeah, it’s a huge, huge benefit. It’s been
a huge benefit in my business.
Taylor:

So you essentially almost quadrupled or even more than
quadrupled your business in a year simply by using online
reviews?

Andrew:

Yeah. I mean again that was when I wasn’t doing a whole lot of
business, so it’s pretty easy to quadruple, right. If you’re doing a
lot of business, I wouldn’t say it’s necessarily going to do that. It
was very much like, it was a different time, it was ground floor, it
was before anybody was doing it. So it’s a little bit, I would say,
the upside potential is a little bit lower now but it’s as important
as it’s ever been.

Taylor:

So you talk about sites like Yelp, Zillow - do you recommend that
agents ask for reviews on multiple sites, do they aggregate them
all to one site?

Andrew:

You know there are different strategies for that, I think it depends
a bit on the geographic area where the person is in and what
is most traffic in that area. My general rule of thumb on this is
that you should have a minimum number on every site. So if I
was starting from scratch and I had nothing on any site and let’s
quantify what sites we’re talking about. So the main ones for real
estate are going to be Zillow, of course, Yelp, Google reviews, and
Facebook. And those are all probably the biggest review platforms
you can get up there.
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So what I would do is I would have a minimum amount on every
site. So if you’re looking to put a plan together to generate more
reviews, I would try to spread them out and try to get 5 to 10 on
each site and then determine where you are most likely looking
to get business from. So if you are active on Facebook, I will try
to aggregate the rest of them on Facebook. If you’re in an area
where Yelp is, what I call, gettable, and I can dive in more into
that, on sort of analyzing your market to see if Yelp is a gettable
market for you.
Obviously, if you’re going to be advertising a lot and buying
Zillow leads, clearly you’re going to want to have a lot of Zillow
reviews. So I think it depends a little bit on where you going to
get.
So let’s about what makes a market gettable. We are in Orange
County, California, so I would say that’s not a terribly gettable
market for most people if you’re starting with zero. By that I
mean, there are already agents, I’m sure if we looked it up Taylor,
we can look at Yelp and see there are already multiple agents who
have 50 plus, probably 50, 60, 80, 100 Yelp reviews. If you’re
starting from zero, it’s going to be very difficult to displace those
people. They’ve kind of entrenched themselves. It would be like
a mortgage person trying to displace me and my 150 reviews in
this area; it’s going to be very difficult. It’s not impossible but it’s
going to be difficult.
However, there are a lot of areas in the country where you might
hop on there and put, say Omaha, Nebraska realtor on Yelp and
there might be two or three agents with less than 10 reviews.
That to me is a very gettable market. Now, are there less people
on Yelp searching for a realtor? Yes, of course, there are less
people than there are in Orange County, however, there’s just
as much of a percentage, I think, of the population doing some
sort of online search to find a realtor and or some sort of online
search to figure out what your reputation is.
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So the big power of third-party online reviews is a) you’re going
to get organic traffic if you have more reviews than the next
person. So somebody searching for mortgage broker, Orange
County, my website is probably on page 112 on Google but
Yelp is probably the third or the second result that comes up on
Google and guess what? I come up number one on that, so and I
pay nothing to get there.
So people are still Google searching for service providers even
if they’re not going directly on Yelp. So if you can sort of hitch
your wagon to a review site that pulls up highly, either Google
reviews or Facebook or Yelp, then you will benefit all of your
other marketing that you’re doing.
Taylor:

So on that note, where you’re talking about people searching for
you, mortgage lender in Orange County and coming up on Yelp
or Google reviews, what are important keywords for your clients
to use within their review to come up on the sites and how do
you get them to use those words?

Andrew:

That’s a great question. So this is really now getting into the
tactical and really hacking how you can benefit. So the first thing
is to have some system in place to gather reviews. The easiest
way, I was just talking to a partner of mine today, a prospective
realtor partner, and she was asking me about Yelp and how to
get reviews. I told her the first thing you do is you have to have a
system, and the most critical time to ask a client, a happy client,
for a review is going to be the five days leading up to closing
your escrow. Because before that, you haven’t proven necessarily
you’ve done a good job yet, so you can’t really ask for a review
if you’re in the middle of escrow when something can still go
haywire.
So once you’re down to the last four or five days, they pretty
much are in that sweet spot where they are happy with your
services, they’re excited about closing, they’re excited about
selling their house or closing on their new home. And at that
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point, there’s been no issues with the close, hopefully, but they’re
also still captive to reading your emails or taking your phone call.
As soon as they close, the next week or two or month is going
to be really busy for them moving or moving on with their lives.
And then obviously the further out they go, the less likely they
are to necessarily take your phone call and they may remember
less about it at that point.
So we have a strategy where we really try to get them to write
that review literally when they’re at the closing table when they’re
signing their loan documents. And at a minimum, my follow up
call as soon as their loan closes. So in a realtor’s case, as soon as
the transaction closes and you’re delivering keys or whatnot, make
it easy for them. Maybe have your tablet there so they write it
or have your laptop and say “Hey, I hope you’re happy with my
service, I hope you think we served you the right way.” If they’re
not, obviously you address it at that point. If they are, the best
thing you could do from there is to say, “I’m really trying to
build my online reputation, as this is the way that a lot of people
find me. I would really like it if you would leave a review for us.
Are you a user of Yelp? Do you have an account? Do you have a
Zillow account? Do you use Facebook?” Like what can you do to
share this?
And you know, I’ve never had a client say no to that, they always
say, “Yeah, I would be more than happy to do that.” Outside of
that, if you have a big book of past clients that you’ve helped, you
can send a letter. I’ve sent a letter with a five dollar Starbucks gift
card in it and kind of wrote a little funny thing like, “Yep, this is
me bribing you to write me a Zillow review. Please, and if you
don’t, well then enjoy this five dollar gift card anyway.”
So I mean we got a ton of reviews that I sent out to 500 of my
past clients when we’re doing a lot of Zillow advertising and I
think I got, I don’t know, 50 or something reviews. Those were
clearly worth the 500 multiplied by $5, $2,500 for 50 reviews on
Zillow. This definitely is going to pay off in dividend.
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So have a system for getting that. But to answer your question
about to the extent that you can coach your clients on what to
say in their review, or even if clients are like, “Well, I don’t really
know what to write in there,” some clients will allow you to
suggest, “Well hey, let me summarize the transaction and then
you put it in your own words,” at least it’s kind of like you’re
making it easy. You’re not writing it, you’re not saying, Andrew
Soss, he’s great and handsome and all these things, right. You’re
saying, “Here, I’m kind of summarizing the transaction, I want
to make it really easy for you, feel free to change it and put in
your own words.” That generally works.
You want to populate that review with as many keywords as you
can. Even if it kind of sounds clunky. The best keywords you can
use as a real estate agent are going to be the terms realtor or real
estate agent and whatever city, cities, that you’re really trying to
market to.
So let’s take our area Taylor, so in Orange County, if maybe
Taylor, let’s say you’re a realtor and you showed a client a bunch
of homes and they look maybe in Costa Mesa and Newport
Beach and Huntington Beach and Irvine, and hey guess what?
Those happen to be the markets that we really are looking and
they ended up buying, let’s say in Irvine. I would write that
review and say something like, “Oh Taylor really helped us search
for houses, initially we were looking in Huntington Beach and
Newport Beach and Costa Mesa but we settled up in Irvine. She’s
a great realtor; I wouldn’t really want to work with any other real
estate agent.” That’s like the perfect review because it doesn’t
sound weird, sounds kind of clunky but it’s amazing for keywords
because the most common thing that people search for is either
realtor and then the city or real estate agent and the city.
And Google pulls up really high in the actual reviews. So like the
Yelp reviews, the words that are in there is the unique content
that is filtering into the algorithm for both Yelp and for Google.
So when you search for something, it’s really searching those
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reviews for as much content as possible. Obviously, your profile
has to match all those things as well but that profile is static and
the reviews are constantly the unique content that’s going in
there, that’s really pulling high on Google.
So to the extent that you can coach your clients to include in the
city and the terms real estate agent or realtor, that’s what I would
do.
Taylor:

So that’s interesting because we have a lot of clients that ask us,
should I buy SEO? Should I pay for SEO on my website? And
you’re saying no, really you’re never going to win that battle
because that’s going to cost you so much money against these big
companies, piggyback on them instead.

Andrew:

I think that SEO is kind of a dying thing. If we could have
a time machine and go back to 2002, I think search engine
optimization; search engine marketing was the name of the game.
There was just — it was a lot easier to populate to page one of
Google. Now it’s very difficult, like what is Google like? Google
likes unique users, lots of page views, unique content, highly
relevant content and how are you going to change your website
enough to keep up with the millions of Yelp users who are
constantly putting on the reviews on there?
So I mean the proof is in the pudding when somebody searches
for something and Yelp pulls up high. Google knows the people
click on Yelp and they stay on that website for a long time and
they re-click on that. So Google knows that it’s relevant, Google
knows we’ve found what you’re looking for, that’s what they’re
trying to do. It’s going to be very difficult to do all those same
little tricks with a static website that you don’t have billions of
users going to all the time. Not impossible, certainly if you have
more of a nichey type of thing that you’re doing, maybe you
specialize in homes on golf courses, I don’t know.

Taylor:

Yeah, that makes sense. So outside of organic leads that you get
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from your reviews, how else do you use your online reputation?
Andrew:

So I’m just going to go back a little bit, so the strategy for online
reviews is twofold. One, you get organic search from them at
some point. Like, if you have more reviews than the next person,
you’re going to get some organic search traffic from that. For
me, I get a ton of organic search traffic and from that, a ton of
organic clients coming to me because they see my reviews. But
I’m aware that there’s going to be 95% of the people whose
online reviews don’t generate nearly that number of organic lead.
So if you have 50 reviews on Zillow, you’re almost middle of the
pack.
So most of the value that you’re going to get off online reviews
is going to be how it impacts your other marketing. So let say
you meet somebody at an open house, right and they had a
connection with you, like, oh I like that girl Taylor and you’re
following up. The first thing they’re going to do is Google you
and find out who you are. Your website might come up but
of course anybody can say great things on your website. They
probably will come up if they’re searching Taylor De Grote,
right, your exact website is going to come up. But if they also
see on there — and what’s funny is if you search Andrew Soss
Mortgage, I think my website comes actually underneath the Yelp
stuff.
So if you go on there and they pull up and now you’ve got 30
other people that have said great things about you, now all of a
sudden it’s making all of your other marketing. You made that
open house more powerful because the person you met went and
searched for you and now they’ve got some validation. Oh well,
she’s really nice and she’s got this great reputation online.
So same thing if you’re farming. If you’re farming and somebody
looks you up or if you meet somebody in a situation where you’re
telling them you’re competing with somebody else and they’re
looking at online reviews, it’s important to note the only thing
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to be careful about, is it works in both ways. If you have negative
reviews, you have to do everything you can to offset those with
positive reviews as well.
Taylor:

And even probably using the Zillow reviews in the listing
presentation, I mean a lot of people I see put testimonials from
someone but they don’t say where it came from and I would
think that showing that it came from a third-party site as opposed
to someone who just wrote you on an email would be much
more powerful.

Andrew:

That’s a great point, that’s 100%. I think that the days of you
click on the button on the website that says testimonials and it
has Andrew did a great job, he got me a great rate. Sally Q from
Pacoima, Illinois, anybody can write those on their own website
but the power of aggregating all those under a single website
and actually being kind of a third-party thing lends it some
authentication.
Another reason why I think the strategy is to allow people to find
it on their own. Yes, we want to show that we have good reviews,
I certainly want to promote that. However, I think it’s even more
powerful when people feel like they sort of tripped up on it and
found it on their own.
So for instance, I’ll tell people, let’s say somebody’s asking me
in an email, “Hey, can you tell me a few reasons why I should
work with you, what makes you different from other people?”
I’ll give them my little spiel and always end it one or two ways.
I can say, “Hey, check out our Yelp reviews,” and I could point
them there and that would be powerful, that’s fine. Or I can say,
“If you want to, just search my name, just Google Andrew Soss
Mortgage.” And I let them find it for their own. So that way if
I just point them directly to Yelp, in the back of their head they
might think that maybe he gamed the system, maybe he did
something, why is he pointing me over here? But if I say just
Google me, that way I’m being a little bit more transparent and
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I’m saying like, Google me, you’ll see what comes up. And from
there they’re going to see my Yelp reviews, they’re going to see
my Zillow reviews, they’re going to see all the positive things that
other people say about me but I didn’t. So it’s a subtle difference
in the phrasing I feel like works really well. And if I’m getting
really coy and I have good rapport, I will actually tell the person
to Google “best mortgage lender in Orange County” because
Yelp always comes up first in that search. And so if I kind of wants
to be cheeky about it, I can do that too.
Taylor:

And so in that instance that’s when it would be good to have
reviews spread out over multiple sites so that when they Google
you, they’re saying he’s coming up on Yelp, he’s coming up on
Facebook, he’s on Google reviews, people really like this guy, he
couldn’t have game every system.

Andrew:

That’s a great point for having multiple sorts of spreading it out,
not just being in one. I never actually thought about that, but
yeah, that makes a lot of sense. Because if you have a multi-site,
all those sites are going to come up. The other thing too is like
Google maps actually pulls in reviews from a bunch of different
sites, like from Yelp and sometimes from Facebook and stuff, so
if people are just even on maps and look at you, your reviews will
pop up there as well. Driving to my office, thinking “Oh, this guy
is going to be good.”

Taylor:

These have all been really great, do you have any other tips or
tricks that we should know. just to kind of wrap up?

Andrew:

Let’s see, so you have to be little bit careful about the Yelp
filtering algorithm. So it depends on how familiar people are
with Yelp, it’s a lot easier to request reviews on Zillow because
Zillow actually makes it easy, they want you to get a lot of reviews
because they know that if you get a lot of reviews, they allow for
a lot, they even want you to upload your database of emails and
request reviews. Yelp is definitely not like that, Yelps really wants
the reviews to be organic and they don’t want you soliciting for
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them. So you have to be a little bit careful about the strategy that
will appear as though you’re soliciting for reviews. So if you have
a database of 300 past clients, definitely do not send out an email
to all 300 and say, here’s a link, please review me. My strategy on
that would be much longer term and that would take 10 a week
and go for 30 weeks, so we’re only talking about 6 months. But if
you get about a review week on there, before you know it, you’ll
be fine.
But just create a strategy, create a system around it that is
leveraging the fact you’ve done a really good job, like think about
how many clients you’ve closed over the past five years. Even if,
let’s say you’re closing 10 deals a year, you know the last 5 years,
that’s 50 deals. If you get a review from even 30, 40% of them,
that’s 30, 40 reviews you can have on there. And I think it starts
to become pretty powerful.
Don’t expect it to be this short-term crazy, a fourfold increase
in a year here like I had back in the day, it just doesn’t happen
anymore, there’s too much noise out there. But it’s an excellent
long-term patient strategy that people can deploy.
Taylor:

And so I’ve heard, and I don’t know if this is true, I’ve not
verified it. If someone is not an avid Yelp user and has not
reviewed multiple times in the past that their reviews may not
show up, is that true?

Andrew:

Potentially so. Yelp filters out, they recommend reviews and they
filter out other ones. And the way that they do it is in their secret
sauce. They won’t tell you what the exact algorithm is, they don’t
want people gaming it. But certainly you have to think about
it logically. Somebody has a Yelp profile for 3 years and has 2
reviews on there, and then all of a sudden in a week, got 10 more
reviews, all from 10 different users who signed up and you were
their first review. What does that look like? Well, it looks either
like you solicited for a bunch of reviews or it looks like you went
to 10 different IP addresses and created 8 different accountants
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and reviewed yourself. It may not be that, but the algorithm
won’t be able to distinguish between that and the people who are
going on Fiver and paying people for fake reviews.
So Yelp is really good, it’s a good thing that they do that. It’s
annoying because it’s hard to get started sometimes, because
frequently for me even like legitimate reviews got filtered out. But
the more legitimate reviews you get, those filter reviews actual
will repopulate onto your profile.
So it’s kind of grading you as a page, like you as a business and
the percentage of, let’s say not unverified, but like certainly if
somebody has 300 reviews and they’re active in the Yelp forums
also, their reviews are going to hold a lot more water than
somebody who signed up, review you once and never logged in
again. So you basically don’t want to have too many of those.
So what I would do if I was doing a strategy where I was talking
to clients, especially if you’re just starting out on Yelp specifically,
is I would ask them, do you have a Yelp profile? Do you have any
other reviews? If they do, then try to get their review on Yelp
because those are people you want. If they don’t, then push them
to the other sites and allow that to be your filtering mechanism.
Taylor:

That’s great. Well, I think that that wraps up all my questions.
Thanks for taking the time to speak with me, I really appreciate it.

Andrew:

You got it, thanks for having me on.
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